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INSTALLING DAILY IN: 
ALCOY, CASTALLA,  VILLENA,  ELDA, 
PINOSO, NOVELDA,  CREVILLENTE, 

ORIHUELA,  FORTUNA, MURCIA, 
SEGORBE, SAGUNT, LIRIA, CHIVA, 
REQUENA, PICCASENT, BENIFAIO,

 ALCIRA, CULLERA, XATIVA.

INSTALLING DAILY IN: 
GANDIA, DENIA, JAVEA, BENITACHELL, 

MORAIRA, CALPE,  ALTEA, ALBIR,  ALFAZ, 
BENIDORM,  VILLAJOYOSA,  CAMPELLO,  

ALICANTE, ELCHE,  SANTA POLA,  
GUARDAMAR,  TORREVIEJA,  

CARTAGENA,  LA  MANGA. 

DIGITAL SATELLITE SYSTEMS
A GENUINE REGISTERED COMPANY, WITH GENUINE REGISTERED PREMISES

DIGITAL SATELLITE SYSTEMS  Factory showroom open Mon-Fri: 8am-4.30pm
Ring Paul in Torrevieja:

96 585 2251
Ring Steve in Benidorm:

96 586 6999
Ring Colin in Denia:

96 585 4528
Ring Phil in La Marina:

96 680 4748
Ring Dave in Valencia:

96 585 2251

WHY!! THE NEW FAMAVAL 1.4 METRE HIGH-GAIN DISH ?
Portuguese company ‘Famaval’ the largest manufacturer in Europe of Professional grade satellite dishes have just produced a new 1.4m HI-GAIN satellite dish, 
this dish has been successfully tested by our engineers throughout the Costa Blanca and our findings show that the gain of this dish out performs any other 

1.4m dish on the market and is much more than adequate to receive the channels from the recently launched Astra satellites. 
WARNING: Certain satellite companies are  wrongly passing off poor quality low gain economy grade dishes as the Famaval professional grade dishes,

 if a company tries to sell you a satellite dish by saying that this dish is ‘special gain’ or ‘superior gain’ or ‘multi-gain’ or ‘high performance’ or ‘super duper’ 
always demand to view the dish manufacturers website to compare the dish specification against the Famaval 1.4m HI-GAIN dish, if the satellite company 

will not offer you the dish manufacturers website to compare dishes then the dish they are trying to sell you will almost certainly be a much cheaper 
low gain economy grade dish which you may have to replace with a higher gain dish. 

Please note, All genuine Famaval dishes have a small logo ‘Famaval’ printed on the face of the dish to differentiate between economy grade dishes.

DIGITAL SATELLITE SYSTEMS, CALLE EL CAMPELLO Nº 5, LOCAL 1, POLIGONO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FINESTRAT (BENIDORM). OUR WAREHOUSE IS JUST OFF THE A7 MOTORWAY, JUNCTION 65A, AFTER COMING THROUGH THE TOLL FOLLOW THE ALICANTE 
332 DIRECTION THEN TURN OFF AT THE HIPERMERCADO, CENTRO COMERCIAL DIRECTION, THIS WILL THEN TAKE YOU TO A ROUNDABOUT, THEN FOLLOW THE ZARCAR PETROL STATION DIRECTIONS & YOU WILL FIND US JUST 100 MTS UP THE ROAD.

So if you already subscribe to a sub standard microwave rebroadcast company now is the time to cancel your payments and receive the high quality digital channels direct to your own satellite dish TOTALLY FREE.
Come along to our factory showroom to check out our satellite systems. Demonstrations always a pleasure! All of which you are not able to do with a lot of other companies!
With all installations you and your property are fully protected by our Public Liability Cover!! Payment by credit card - no problem, all major credit cards accepted

FAMAVAL 1.4m  
OFFSET HIGH-GAIN DISH 

FULLY INSTALLED
ONLY €299 INCLUSIVE

FAMAVAL 1.4m  
OFFSET HIGH-GAIN DISH SYSTEM

MANHATTAN FREESAT HD DIGIBOX
OR FERGUSON FREESAT HD DIGIBOX   

FULLY INSTALLED ONLY €450 INCLUSIVE

FAMAVAL 1.4m 
HIGH-GAIN DISH SYSTEM

SKY + HD DIGI BOX
FULLY INSTALLED 

ONLY €599 INCLUSIVE

FAMAVAL 1.4m 
HIGH-GAIN DISH SYSTEM

MANHATTAN FREESAT HD DIGIBOX WITH 320GB 
BUILT IN HARD DRIVE.  (THIS DIGIBOX ALLOWS YOU 
TO RECORD 200HRS + 8 DAY PROGRAMME GUIDE)
FULLY INSTALLED ONLY €599 INCLUSIVE

BRITISH TELEVISION

Please note we only use the Satellite Industry’s No 1 Inverto Black Ultra LNBs on all of our dish installations. If you do a search 
on “Google” for the reviews of this LNB you will see that the Inverto is far superior to any LNB on the market, 

using any other make of LNB could drastically reduce the performance of your satellite dish.

By Asociación RUVID

Med diet keeps you smart
ating a Mediterranean
diet - enriched with olive

oil or nuts - helps us keep our
memory.

This was among findings by
professor of preventive medi-
cine at the University of Valen-
cia Dolors Corella who is part
of the multidisciplinary team
conducting the Predimed.

The findings of this study
led by Dr Emilio Ros, from the
Hospital Clínic of Barcelona,
have just been published in the
journal JAMA Internal Medi-
cine.

The professor of the faculty
of medicine and dentistry and
researcher at the Spanish bio-
medical research centre CIBER
Physiopathology of Obesity
and Nutrition (CIBERobn) has
studied the influence of diet on
the cognitive function of older
adults.

The Predimed is a study on
dietary intervention for vari-
ous chronic diseases. Partici-
pants were 67 years old on aver-
age and their progress was
monitored over four years.

BETTER MEMORY
ABILITIES

"Research has allowed us to
verify for the first time ever
that people who followed a
Mediterranean diet, supple-
mented with extra virgin
olive oil or nuts throughout
the follow-up period, had a

E
better cognitive ability than
the control group, who didn't
follow the diet," reveals Co-
rella.

In general, it was observed
that people in the Mediterra-
nean diet group experienced
less loss of global brain func-
tion compared with the con-
trol group. Also, 'the group on
the Mediterranean diet
supplemented with nuts pre-
served memory better than
any other group', adds the
scientist at the university and
CIBERobn.

BENEFITS DESPITE THE
GENETIC FACTOR

The additional importance of
this study is that it has also
traced the influence of genetic
factors, among which the
APOE genotype is especially
remarkable. In fact, the Uni-
versity of Valencia analysed
the APOE genotype of pa-
tients.

When genetic influence has
been taken into account in
statistical analyses, the re-
sults suggest that the benefi-
cial effect of Mediterranean
diet on cognitive function is
independent of the APOE ge-
notype.

Consequently, according to
Professor Corella: "We must
highlight that people with a
higher genetic risk of cogni-
tive disorders and dementia
associated with their APOE4

genotype also benefit more by
following a Mediterranean
diet."

Dolors Corella points out
that even if these results were
obtained from a relatively
small sample of 447 partici-
pants, and that it is necessary
to replicate them in a larger
population, 'these findings
open the door to preventive
strategies based on diet to
delay the onset of this cogni-
tive decline', she explains.

One of the problems associ-
ated with ageing population is
the incidence of cognitive con-
ditions that can be mild, with
the onset of functional prob-
lems that indicate that daily
activities are no longer per-
formed with the same skill.

These are followed by
memory impairment, which
may then progress to more se-
vere forms of dementia, in-
cluding Alzheimer's disease.

The factors that influence
this cognitive decline are cur-
rently under investigation
and it is already known that
there is a significant genetic
contribution.

Of all the genetic factors
known, the APOE gene is the
most widely associated with
greater cognitive decline and
greater risk of Alzheimer's in
people carrying the variant
called APOE4 (compared with
E2 and E3, which are the
other forms of the gene).


